**Line Fills**

**DIRECTIONS:** Choose the correctly-spelled word to fill in each blank. Write it on the line.

1. Put those (boxes\boxes) in the back of the car.
2. We cut down six (branchs\branches)
3. I bought a set of (brushs\brushes) last week.
4. An athlete will have many (coachs\coaches) over the course of a career.
5. How many apartment (complexes\complexs) have you lived in?
6. The microscope has to (lens\lenses).
7. I ate two (lunchs\lunches) today.
8. You shouldn’t play with (matches\matches).
9. This job has many (minuses\minuses).
10. We tend to three garden (patchs\patches).
11. Give me some (peachs\peaches) please!
12. My last job has many (pluses\pluses).
13. Can a word have two (prefixes\prefixs)?
14. We read the (prospectusi\prospectuses) from the last two years.
15. Our teacher gives too many (quizes\quizes).